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the  rejected  and  invalid  type-generic  name  Conorhinus,  Laporte,  [1833]  ;
Direction  63,  Name  No.  915).

(Ixxxi)  CONORHINIDAE  Walker,  1873,  Catalogue  of  the  Specimens  of  Hemiptera
Heteroptera  in  the  Collection  of  the  British  Musewm,  London  7  :  46,  50
(invalid  family-group  name,  being  based  on  the  rejected  and  invalid  type-
generic  name  Conorhinus  Laporte,  [1833]  ;  Direction  63,  Name  No.  915).

(Ixxxii)  CoNnoRHINARIA  Distant,  1904,  Fauna  of  British  India,  Rhynchota,
2,  London  :  282  (invalid  divisional  name  being  based  on  the  rejected  and
invalid  type-generic  name  Conorhinus  Laporte,  [1833];  Direction  63,
Name  No.  915).

(Ixxxiii)  CONORRHINARIA  Jeannel,  1919,  Insectes  Hémiptéres,  3,  Voyage  de
Ch.  Alluaud  et  R.  Jeannel  en  Afrique  Orientale,  Paris  :  176  (an  erroneous
subsequent  spelling  for  CONORHINARIA  and  invalid,  being  based  on  the
rejected  and  invalid  type-generic  name  Conorhinus  Laporte,  [1833]  ;
Direction  63,  Name  No.  915).

COMMENT  ON  THE  PROPOSED  SUPPRESSION  OF  AMPHISBAENA  DUBIA
RATHKE,  1863.  Z.N.(S.)  1466

(see volume 18, page 220)

By  Hobart  M.  Smith  (Professor  of  Zoology,  University  of  Illinois,  Urbana,  Illinois,  U.S.A.)

The  species  involved  are  not  common  and  have  not  been  widely  noted  in  the  literature.
Little  confusion  would  result  from  strict  application  of  the  automatic  provisions  of  the  Code.
However,  this  one  name  jeopardizes  two  names,  each  of  which  would  have  to  be  changed  :
one  by  a  new  name,  and  one  by  the  hitherto  neglected  name  dubia  Rathke.  Furthermore,
considerable effort might be necessary to determine definitely which of two forms should bear
the  name  dubia  Rathke.  When  by  one  simple  action  the  Commission  can  obviate  the
conspicuously greater loss of time and energy that would be required to handle a nomenclatural
matter than is expended in the Commission’s consideration of the same matter, in the interest
of efficiency the Commission should act upon it. In this case approval of the request is justified
in spite of the very limited significance of the names involved.
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